REDUCE THE CHALLENGES OF A/R SYSTEM CONVERSION

Is your facility prepared to take on a system conversion and risk leaving money on the table due to lack of monitoring two different systems? It may be difficult to find appropriate staffing to work the legacy AR system, and transitioning from your legacy accounts receivables (AR) system can pose challenges for your IT, accounting and human resources departments. During the conversion you may experience higher operating costs and an additional time investment for training staff.

Partner with Bolder

Bolder Healthcare’s efficient methodology incorporates proprietary applications that use claim scrubbing technology to discover information on each account from the related payer websites in order to assign a status to each account. This process allows us to know the status of 50-75 percent of new accounts immediately and assign accurate and relevant follow-up by statuses. We have been successful in assisting hospitals, medical and surgical centers, VNA/hospices and physician groups through legacy AR system conversions.

Deep expertise. Advanced technology.

We offer a multi-faceted approach bringing together deep expertise, advanced technology and great service. This provides our representatives the ability to work AR and focus on the highest potential for collections through appeals, problem escalation initiatives and timely billing of accounts at high risk of exceeding payer billing deadlines. In alignment, our procurement staff focuses on partial pay accounts that require secondary billing, patient transfers and allowances.

Learn more about Bolder Healthcare Revenue Cycle Management services today.

Contact us at bolderhealthcare@cognizant.com